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Abstract
Objective: The objective of this study was to investigate the possibility of an objective index to evaluate the
grades of endometrial endometrioid carcinomas by analyzing the spectral values of ultraviolet(UV) and visible(Vis)
transmittances, and the degree of UV- absorbing materials influencing nuclear colors using ultraviolet- visible-light
microscopic spectroscopy (UV-Vis MS).
Study design: The materials were histological preparations from 4 patients, each with proliferative-phase
endometrium (PPE) and grade 1(G1) and grade 3 (G3) of endometrial endometrioid carcinomas. Both spectra were
measured in the same 50 nuclei of each specimen.
Results: 1) In the ultraviolet spectrum, transmittance of 260, 280, 300, and 320 nm were decreased in G3
compared to those in G1. All of the ultraviolet absorbing materials increased in G3. 2) In the visible spectrum, 520
nm (purplish red), 540 nm (purple), and 560 nm (violet) in G3 were deeper than all colors in G1, and violet in G3 was
lighter than purplish red and purple in G1. 3) The following 3 characteristics were clarified with regard to the
relationship between UV-absorbing materials and the violet color based group. 1) In G3, the number of the
significant canonical correlation coefficient between ultraviolet light-absorbing materials and the violet color based
group was only at one. 2) Purplish red and purple of the nuclei in G3 was strongly influenced by ultraviolet lightabsorbing materials (260-320 nm). 3) Purple and violet in G1 was strongly influenced by light-absorbing materials at
300 nm and 320 nm.
Conclusion: It was indicated that UV-Vis MS analysis could be an objective index to evaluate the grade of
endometrial endometrioid cancerby analyzing the spectral values of transmittances of ultraviolet and visible light,
and the degree of ultraviolet light- absorbing materials influencing nuclear colors in the same nuclear region.
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Introduction
The prevalence of endometrial cancer is increasing in Japan due to
the westernization of the Japanese lifestyle [1]. Endometrial cancer
arises from the uterine endometrium, and is divided into estrogendependent type I and – independent type II. Endometrioid carcinoma
accounts for most type-I cases. Endometrioid carcinoma develops
from endometrial hyperplasia as a precursor lesion or often
accompanies as a background lesion, and shows a broad range of
histology from Grade 1(G1) to grade 3 (G3). G3 often deeply invades
the muscle layer and the prognosis is poor. Grading is classified based
on structural atypia (partially cellular atypia), but an objective index of
differentiation or malignancy other than structural atypia has not been
investigated sufficiently. A new objective index to evaluate nuclear
atypia is necessary.
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Ultraviolet light (UV) is a wavelength from 10 nm to 380 nm, which
is shorter than that of visible light. 260 nm absorbance is the maximum
absorption wavelength of the conjugated double bands in the bases
constituting the nucleic acid, and this is known to be important for the
quantitation of nucleic acid. 280 nm absorbance is the maximum
absorption wavelength of the aromatic amino acids constituting the
proteins, and this is known to be important for the quantitation of
proteins [2-5].
The colors of the nucleus are composed of a light mix of various
visible wavelengths. The colors of hematoxylin- eosin (H-E) staining
include 520, 540, and 560 nm as complementary color wavelengths of
purplish red, purple, and violet, respectively. Therefore, these
wavelengths are known to be important for color quantitation [5-9].
Reportedly, tumor development and progression markedly disturb
the control of proliferation and differentiation, and abnormalities in
histone-modifying enzymes and nuclear matrix protein disturb
elements of the intranuclear microenvironment, having an effect on
phenotypic changes in the nuclear morphology [10].
One of the important decision items of nuclear grade is nuclear
color [11]. However, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish cancer
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nuclear colors with increased euchromatin from that of non-cancer
cells because both are similarly clear, and also cancer nuclear colors
with increased heterochromatin from that of non-cancer cells with
regeneration because both are dark [12].
In this study, we focused on the influence of the substance, in
particular, the nucleic acid in 260 nm and proteins in 280 nm, on the
color change of the cancer cell nucleus. No studies have examined the
influence of UV-absorbing substances on nuclear color.
The objective of this study was to investigate an objective index to
evaluate the grade of endometrioid carcinomas by analyzing the
spectral values of ultraviolet and visible transmittances and degree of
ultraviolet light- absorbing materials influencing nuclear colors using
UV-Vis MS.

Materials and Methods
Patients
The tissue samples for UV-Vis MS were histological preparations
from 4 patients each with proliferative-phase endometrium (PPE), G1
and G3 endometrioid carcinomas. Both spectra were measured in the
same 50 nuclei in each sample. The significant differences were
analyzed by the Mann-Whitney U-test. The relationship between
ultraviolet light-absorbing materials and hematoxylin staining was
analyzed using a canonical correlation analysis (CCA). This study was
approved by the Hirosaki University School of Medicine and Hospital
Ethics Committee (2013-232).
UV-MS samples: The materials for UV- MS were unstained
histological preparations. Excised specimens were fixed in 20% neutral
buffered formalin solution and paraffin-embedded, and 3-μm-thin
sections were prepared and mounted on quartz slide glasses
(Technical). The preparations were deparaffinized with xylene and
alcohol, rinsed with water, dripped with glycerin (Carl Zeiss) without
staining, sealed with quartz cover glasses (Technical), and subjected to
ultraviolet spectroscopy.
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ε represents the extinction coefficient. Absorbance is proportionate
to the passage of distance of the light and the concentration of the
solution (Lambert-Beer law).
Excluding a few exceptions, absorbance is measured for the total
concentration of different chemical species because of the additivity of
absorbance. The absorbance of a sample containing n active
absorbance values is presented by the equation below:
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Using multifunctional software for spectroscopy (Ocean Photonics,
Japan), percent transmittance, T%, was measured on the assumption
that this equation is established.

UV-Vis MS apparatus
The UV-Vis MS was performed using a UV-Vis MS apparatus
originally developed by Hirosaki University Graduate School of Health
Sciences, and the light source and spectroscope were defined [4,5]. For
the intermediate filter of the UV-MS light source, a UV-mirror module
was set, through which only ultraviolet light (250-370 nm) can be
selected from the broad continuous wavelength range of the light
source lamp. For the intermediate filter of the light source of Vis-MS, a
Vis-mirror module was set, through which only visible light (400-700
nm) can be selected from the broad continuous wavelength range of
the light source lamp. Since a high-performance cold mirror is used for
the UV-Vis mirror module, unnecessary heating can be completely
inhibited, resulting in an extremely low level of stray light. The nuclear
measurement area to acquire a spectrum was set at 166.4 μm2 (12.9 ×
12.9 μm) in all measured cells. This area was mostly fitted into the
nucleus [4,5].

Acquired wavelength and image data

Vis MS samples: For the materials for Vis-MS, the above
preparations used for UV-MS were stained with HE. After UV-MS
analysis, the quartz cover glasses were removed, and the preparations
were rinsed with water. All preparations were simultaneously stained
with HE and sealed with standard cover glasses, and subjected to
visible spectroscopy.

The ultraviolet transmittance spectrum of 260, 280, 280, 300, and
320 nm were extracted by UV-MS. The Visible transmittance spectrum
of 520 (purplish red), 540 (purple), and 560 nm (violet) were extracted
by Vis-MS. UV images of UV-MS (Figures 1A and 1C) and Vis images
of Vis-MS (Figures 1B and 1D) were acquired using image acquisition
software (Basico, CLARO, Japan) in Bitmap format.

Lambert-Beer law in UV-Vis MS

To control calibration of the transmittance measurement, the
following procedure was performed for each sample. Measurements of
0 and 100% transmittance control areas were set at sites very close to
the sample cell, which eliminated the transmittance of substances
around the sample cell and enabled setting the 100% transmittance
baseline.

Light absorption, absorption spectrometry [13], and fluorescent
analysis [14] using UV-Vis MS in the analytical chemistry field were
applied to histological preparations. Data were collected following the
principle of light absorption in analytical chemistry, the Lambert-Beer
law [13].
The principle of absorbance measurement is measurement of the
amount of light absorbed when monochromatic light passes through a
sample. A sample at a concentration of c (c mM) is added to an
absorption cell. When the intensity of monochromatic light with an
intensity of I0 becomes I after passing through the cell with an optical
path length, l, I/I˳ represents transmittance and is designated as T.
When this is presented as a percentage ratio (%), it is termed percent
transmittance and designated as T %. –log I/I˳ is termed absorbance
and designated as A. Accordingly, absorbance is formulated as:
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Statistical analysis
The UV and Vis-spectral values were determined, and the
significant differences were analyzed using the Mann-Whitney U-test.
For degree of Ultraviolet light- absorbing materials influencing nuclear
colors, the relationship between ultraviolet light-absorbing materials
and hematoxylin staining was analyzed using a canonical correlation
analysis [15].
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The ultraviolet transmittances of G1 and G3 were significantly lower
than that of PPE, and that of G3 was significantly lower than that of G1
at all wavelengths.
Vis- MS spectral analysis: Figure 3 shows the visible spectra of PPE,
G1, and G3. The visible wavelength of about 450-490 nm showed a
yellow to red color, and this wavelength area is the color area of the
eosin pigment. The visible wavelength of about 520-560 nm showed a
purplish red to bluish purple color, and this is the color area of the
hematoxylin pigment.

Figure 1: Comparison of UV-MS (A, C), Vis-MS (B, D) imaging,
20X (A) UV absorption image of G1, (B) HE stained image of G1,
(3) UV absorption image of G3, (D) HE stained image of G3.

Results
UV-Vis MS spectral analysis
UV-MS spectral analysis: Figure 2 shows the ultraviolet spectra of
PPE, G1, and G3.

Figure 3: Vis spectra of a proliferative-phase endometrium (PPE)
and endometrioid adenocarcinoma (G1 and G3) Fine dotted,
Coarse dotted and Solid lines indicate transmittance of PPE, G1
and G3, respectively.
Wavelengths of 520 (purplish red) 540 (purple), and 560 nm (violet)
were extracted as analytical variates of the hematoxylin color and
designated a Violet color based group. The color area of the eosin
pigment was excluded from the data to eliminate contamination with
cellular components within the nuclear measurement range and
artifact elements of excess eosin staining. A low transmittance (%)
indicates high intranuclear absorption of the wavelength (absorption
color). The complementary color is perceived as deep as the absorption
color increases.

Figure 2: UV spectra of a proliferative-phase endometrium (PPE)
and endometrioid adenocarcinoma (G1 and G3). Fine dotted,
Coarse dotted and Solid lines indicate transmittance of PPE, G1
and G3, respectively.
The biochemical maximum absorption wavelength of nucleic acids,
260 nm, and of aromatic amino acids, 280 nm, and the absorption
wavelength of 300 and 320 nm were extracted and designated an
ultraviolet wavelength group.
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In all of PPE, G1, and G3, the transmittance of the violet color based
group started to decrease at about 450 nm, reaching its lowest at about
530 nm, then rising up to 560 nm, when the slope became flat and rose
again over the region to 640 nm.
When these changes with wavelength were presented as colors, the
nuclear color was deeper in the order of G3> G1> PPE, and the color
was deeper in the order of purple>purplish red>violet.
The values at 520 (purplish red) and 540 (purple) nm in G3 were
significantly lower than those at all wavelengths in G1. The value at 560
nm (violet) in G3 was higher than those at 520 (purplish red) and 540
(purple) nm, but lower than that at 560 nm (violet) in G1.
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Figure 4: Graphical presentation comparing the standardized canonical coefficients of the first canonical variables in G1 and G3. The standard
canonical coefficients are a correlation coefficient that represent the levels of involvement levels of sub-variates of the standardized new
variates, u and h, when u and h are most strongly correlated. The canonical variables strongly influence each other as the standard canonical
coefficient weight increases. The results of the standard canonical coefficients were analyzed based on the interpretation of the nuclear color.

Degree of Ultraviolet light- absorbing materials influencing
nuclear colors
The relationship between ultraviolet light-absorbing materials and
hematoxylin staining in G1 and G3 was analyzed using a canonical
correlation analysis (Figure 4) [15].
Design of canonical correlation analysis: To investigate the degree of
ultraviolet light-absorbing materials influencing the nuclear color of
endometrial cancers, a canonical correlation analysis of the ultraviolet
wavelength and violet color based groups was designed. For the variate
groups for comparison, the ultraviolet wavelength and violet color
based groups were designated as Groups A and B, respectively. The
linear model of a new variate, u, of Group A included 4 variates: the
transmittance values at 260, 280, 300, and 320 nm. The linear model of
a new variate, h, of Group B included 3 variates: the transmittance
values at 520, 540, and 560 nm.
Group A: Ultraviolet wavelength group (the new variate was
designated as u)
u= a[260 nm]+ b[280 nm]+ c[300 nm]+ d[320 nm]
Constants: a, b, c, and d
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Group B: Violet color based group (the new variate was designated
as h)
h= e[520 nm]+ f[540 nm]+ g[560 nm]
Constants: e, f, and g
Canonical correlation analysis of the above 2 variate groups was
performed [15].
The results of the canonical correlation analysis were interpreted
as follows:
1. Canonical correlation coefficient: Maximum correlation
coefficient, λ, between the new variates, u and h (several eigenvectors
were present). The new variates, u and h, at this coefficient were
termed canonical variables. The canonical variable of the best
eigenvector (eigenvalue) was designated first canonical function.
2. Standardized canonical coefficients weight: The constant when
the new variates, u and h, were most strongly correlated. The more
standardized canonical coefficients weight is large, the more strongly it
will affect the canonical variable.
Significant difference test of canonical variables in canonical
correlation analysis: Table 1 shows the results of the significance test of
canonical variables in the canonical correlation analysis. In G1, the
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canonical correlation coefficients of the first (0.899) and second (0.392)
canonical variables were significant (P<0.05). In G3, only the
correlation coefficient of the first canonical variable (0.574) was
significant (P<0.05). Thus, the canonical correlation analysis of the first
canonical variable proceeded in both G1 and G3.
Canonical
Function

G1

G3

Eigen
value

Canonical

pvalue

Eigen
value

Canonical

1

0.808

0.899

<0.01

0.330

0.574

<0.01

2

0.154

0.392

<0.01

0.029

0.169

0.15

3

0.016

0.128

0.20

0.020

0.140

0.14

correlation

correlation

pvalue

Table 1: Significance of canonical variables in canonical correlation
analysis.
Standardized canonical coefficients weights of the first canonical
variable in the canonical correlation analysis: Figure 4 shows the
results of the standard canonical coefficients of the first canonical
variables in G1 and G3. The standard canonical coefficients are the
correlation coefficients that represent the involvement levels of subvariates of the standardized new variates, u and h, when u and h are
most strongly correlated. The canonical variables strongly influence
each other as the standard canonical coefficient weight increases. The
results of the standard canonical coefficients were analyzed based on
the interpretation of the nuclear color.
Table 2 and Figure 4 show the degree of ultraviolet light- absorbing
materials influencing nuclear colors.
U: Standardized canonical coefficients for the Ultraviolet wavelength
groups
UV wavelength

canonical weights
G1

G3

260 nm

0.46

2.06

280 nm

-0.66

-3.60

300 nm

2.48

5.48

320 nm

-1.28

-3.19

h: Standardized canonical coefficients for the Violet color groups
Vis wavelength

canonical weights
G1

G3

520 nm

0.62

1.23

540 nm

-1.40

-1.23

560 nm

1.75

0.98

Table 2: Comparison of the standardized canonical coefficient of the
first canonical variable.
In G1, when the canonical variables were most strongly correlated
(first canonical correlation coefficient: 0.899) between the A1 and B1
groups, the strongly influencing variates were 300 nm (standard
canonical coefficients: 2.48) and 320 nm (-1.28) for purple 540 nm
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(-1.40) and bluish purple 560 nm (1.75). The variate, 260 nm, had no
strong influence.
In G3, when the canonical variables were most strongly correlated
(first canonical correlation coefficient: 0.573) between the 2 groups, the
strongly influencing variates were 260 nm (standard canonical
coefficients: 2.06), 280 nm (-3.60), 300 nm (5.47), and 320 nm (-3.19)
for purplish red 520 nm (1.23) and purple 540 nm (-1.23).
The degree of influence of ultraviolet absorption materials on the
changes in the nuclear color in G1 and G3 was different. In G1,
ultraviolet absorbing materials influencing the nuclear color variation
of purple and violet, received a strong influence from ultraviolet
absorbers at 300 nm and 320 nm. In G3, ultraviolet absorbing
materials influencing the nuclear color variation of purplish purple
and purple, received a strong influence from ultraviolet absorbers at
260, 280, 300, and 320 nm.

Discussion
Characteristics of ultraviolet spectra of G1 and G3
In the spectra of the ultraviolet wavelength groups in PPE, G1 and
G3, the ultraviolet transmittance was significantly lower in the order of
G3, G1, and PPE at all wavelengths.
Zeskind et al. [2], Cheung et al. [3] observed the nuclear mitosis and
motility of viable cells in culture as an absorption image of ultraviolet
260 and 280 nm, and demonstrated nucleotides and protein.
Biochemically, nucleotide bases [adenine (260 nm), guanine (253 nm),
cytosine (271 nm), and thymine (267 nm)] and amino acids
[tryptophan (278 nm), tyrosine (274.5 nm), and phenylalanine (257.5
nm)] are considered to be the absorbing materials of 260 and 280 nm
ultraviolet. In addition, substances containing N=O and C=O absorb
wavelengths near 300 nm and substances containing -N=N absorb
wavelengths near 350 nm. Nucleic acids such as DNA and RNA, and
proteins such as nuclear matrix protein and heterochromatin, increase
in cancer cells compared to those in normal cells [10].
In this study it was revealed that the ultraviolet spectral absorption
was stronger in the order of G3, G1, and PPE, suggesting that
absorbing materials, such as nucleic acids and proteins, increased more
in this order.

Nuclear color characteristics of G1 and G3
In Vis-MS, the violet color group (purplish red at 520 nm, purple at
540 nm, violet at 560 nm) in the nuclear color was analyzed.
All violet colors in the nuclear region were deeper in G1 and G3
than in PPE, and the color was deeper in the order of purple, purplish
red, and violet. The valley shape of the spectrum was similar between
the normal and the cancer cells, and no predominance of a specific
color was noted. A predominance of a specific color suggests
inappropriate conditions, such as contamination with an artifact,
inadequate staining, thick sections, and wrinkles.
Regarding each of the hematoxylin colors in the nuclear region:
purplish red, purple, and violet, purplish red and purple in G3 were
deeper than all colors in G1, and violet in G3 was lighter than purplish
red and purple and deeper than violet in G1. Violet in G1 was lighter
than all colors in G3.
It was found that Vis spectral analysis of nuclear color could
objectively evaluate the nuclear colors of G1 and G3 at a more detailed
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difference. There is no reports that have studied the spectral difference
of nuclear color.
Intranuclear DNA strongly binds to histone protein present in the
same amount and forms nucleosomes. Chromosomes contain histone
(basic amino acids account for more than 1/5) and non-histone
proteins in an equivalent amount, and chromatin comprises a repeated
structure of this DNA-protein particle. Chromatin construction
involves many amino acids constituting ATP-dependent chromatin
remodeling complexes and various enzymes involved in DNA
replication and synthesis, and RNA transcription [16].
Histological colors of H-E staining are defined by the electric charge
state of these various intranuclear materials [6]. The nuclear colors of
G3, such as deeper purplish red and purple than in G1 and lighter
bluish purple than purplish red and purple in G1, may be
characterized due to increases in not only basophilic DNA but also
various acidic proteins and enzymes (purplish red). To diagnose the
nuclear color of G3, it may be important to pay attention to increases
in the purple and purplish red colors and observe pale bluish purple in
G3 to differentiate G3 from G1.

The degree of influence of ultraviolet absorption materials on
the changes in the nuclear color in G1 and G3
The nuclear color of H-E staining depends on the electric charge
state of intranuclear materials [6]. Thus, nuclear colors are similar
when the electric charge state of the nucleus is similar. But, it is not to
say that nuclear components are similar when the nuclear colors are
similar. In this study, using UV-Vis MS methods that can
simultaneously measure the nuclear colors and nuclear ultraviolet
absorption material in the same nucleus, the influence degree of
ultraviolet absorption material on the nuclear color was investigated.
This approach is not affected by any bias of the nuclear staining
properties.
The influence degree was statistically analyzed by the canonical
correlation analysis to determine the correlation coefficient between
the UV spectrum and Vis spectrum change.

different between G1 and G3. It was indicated that various gene
expression-regulating proteins and enzymes, and materials absorbing
ultraviolet light are markedly more abnormal and disorderly in G3
than compared to those in G1, which may weaken and disrupt the
relationship between the hematoxylin stainability and ultraviolet
wavelength, and be related to the diversity of intranuclear structures
and 3-dimensional changes.

Conclusion
The UV-Vis MS analysis may be an objective index to evaluate the
grade of endometrial endometrioid cancer by analyzing the spectral
values of ultraviolet and visible light transmittances and the degree of
ultraviolet light- absorbing materials influencing nuclear colors in the
same nuclear region. We will apply and develop this as an objective
index for the diagnosis and prognosis of patients with various cancers.
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